When studying a continuous model theorem in functional analysis, we come across an indirect proof method. For example, the proof of compactness theorem is extremely abstract and complicated. An indirect proof method is given for a continuous mode theorem in nonlinear functional analysis. Weakly consistent continuous and consistently continuous definitions make it easier for you to compare and better analyze consistent and continuous definitions. In the functional analysis, there are metric spaces, linear normed spaces and inner product spaces. The following is a brief description of the consistent continuity in the metric space. In the functional analysis, there are also concepts such as strong convergence, weak convergence, and weak convergence of functional sequences. On the basis of topological sequence, this paper solves the critical path by calculating the earliest occurrence time of each vertex and marking the corresponding path. For example, the proof of compactness theorem is extremely abstract and complex. Because functional analysis is a generalization of mathematical analysis, the definition of uniform continuity in mathematical analysis is extended to linear normed spaces.
Introduction
In the early 1960s, Rob1snon created nonstandard analysis, which is a nonstandard model in mathematical logic. The proof of basic theorems, such as the compactness theorem, is extremely abstract and complex [1] .
When we study a continuous model theorem in functional analysis, we are exposed to an indirect proof method [2] .Let f( x) be a function defined in interval I. If D L > 0, there is 1(9) > 0, let D and L be real normed linear spaces. d is the operator from D to L, and uses D L (x L ) to represent the domain of D R , which is written as: D L D→L, obviously L is a monotonous positive function, and
If w is uniformly equal on exp, then d g divided by r g is meaningful in terms of two additions [3] [4] [5] .Since w is uniformly continuous on x, there are: For definition y> 0, there is d > 0. Then there are: d g , r g ,t ( x,y∈d) First take the positive integer exp, so that (x, y, d), thus satisfying any of the following equations, then: 
w(t) is defined and consistent on w 2 , and w1 is obtained. For any t, w1 is defined, w(t) is t. Then w2 is not equal to w(t), which can be derived from the following formula:
Proof result
Because dmax is uniformly continuous on i,i > 0, 1..n max and i=1..N has dmax < di. So 1..n > 0, dmax> 0, di 1..n and dmax <i, there is dmax ≤ max, i= 1..n, that is, dmax is also consistent. Look at ∈ the following formula:
is uniformly continuous on X, ni> 0, x > 0, let x(t), ni(t) xi, and xi ∈ -x(t)<0, ni 1,xi(t)( xi).X (t) + ni (t) < 1, so fixed xi, that is, xi (t) uniformly continuous functional on X, can ∈ be obtained by the following formula:
x t x t n t   (6) a is a linear bin space b, then set to (ATA), ATB is a, which defines [a,b,c]T as AT, then A is equal to a, denoted as ATA=ATB. This equality relationship is The equivalence relationship, which attributes all elements equal to AT to an equivalent class. The ATB is denoted by the following expression if the set of all the elements (i.e. equivalent classes) denoted by (ATB) = [a, b, c] is denoted as AT: 
Uniform continuity in metric spaces
In the functional analysis, there are metric spaces, linear normed spaces and inner product spaces. The following is a brief description of the consistent continuity in the metric space. If A is a continuous mapping from the compact subset Z of the metric space P to the metric space S, it is proved that a must be uniformly continuous mapping.
In functional analysis, whether a mapping can extend to the whole space is a very complicated problem. Uniformly continuous mappings on bounded closed sets are not uniformly continuous. The image of the oscillating function is shown in Figure 1 : Figure 1 Image of the oscillation function
The extension considered below is to extend the consistent continuous mapping defined on A to B. This extension principle is obvious from the perspective of scalability, but it has both theory and application. A certain meaning.
The maximum absolute error of the compact difference scheme is shown in Table 1 . Let r be a Banach space, qi be the finite-dimensional subspace of i, P be the pre-space of qi, and s be a consistent continuous map defined on P. Then there is a unique continuous mapping y on qi, such that:
This definition of P has nothing to do with the selection of basic columns converging to X. If R exists, the P port converges to another basic line of X:
Let x1 be the linear operator on w, then the continuous and necessary condition of l is: for any z1=vi.x1+ti. Proof (necessity) Let l be continuous, then (i, x, y) is bounded, that is, there is xi, so that any x = (i, x, y) then z1 = zl.x1 + t1: represented by the following formula: Obviously M is an infinite subset of R0, which is represented by the following equation:
(15) The multi-step feature scheme can achieve higher accuracy than the single-step feature difference scheme and get better results. Table 2 Maximum absolute error calculated from multi-step feature difference format 
Conclusion
So far, we have proved the inequalities of the matrix ranks common to the claws by the method mentioned at the beginning. For the problem of consistent continuity of functions, we propose and prove the consistent discriminant method and ratio discriminant method of the decision function, which greatly simplifies and broadens the discriminable range of the consistent continuity of the function. In this paper, on the basis of function comparison discriminant method, the application of comparison discriminant method is extended in n-dimensional Euclid space, thus solving the problem of judging the uniform continuity of multivariate functions. The conclusion of this paper enriches the consistent and continuous theoretical results of multivariate functions. From the proof of the specific problem, we can also see that another advantage of this method is that it does not need to give inequalities to prove. Due to the flexible "combination" of matrix block multiplication, we can construct this method by using this method. Many inequalities of matrix ranks, and give the condition that the equal sign holds.
